1. DESCRIBING CHARACTERS AND PEOPLE / MAKING SIMPLE INQUIRIES
MOVIE TYPES
(FİLM TÜRLERİ)
Action
Aksiyon
Adventure
Macera
Animation
Animasyon
Cartoon
Çizgi film
Comedy
Komedi
Crime
Suç / Polisiye
Documentary
Belgesel
Drama
Dram
Fantasy
Fantastik film
Horror
Korku
Love
Aşk filmi
Musical
Müzikal
Science fiction
Bilim kurgu
War
Savaş

ADJECTIVES ABOUT MOVIE CHARACTERS AND MOVIES
(FİLM KARAKTERLERİ VE FİLMLER HAKKINDAKİ SIFATLAR)
Absurd
Tuhaf / Saçma
Great
Harika / Müthiş
Bad
Kötü
Happy
Mutlu
Beautiful
Güzel
Helpful
Yardımsever
Boring
Sıkıcı
Honest
Dürüst
Brave
Cesur
Imaginary
Hayali
Clever
Zeki / Akıllı
Interesting
İlginç
Enjoyable
Keyifli / Zevkli
Kind / Polite
Kibar
Entertaining
Eğlenceli
Lazy
Tembel
Evil
Kötü / Şeytani
Old
Yaşlı
Exciting
Heyecan verici
Pleasant
Hoş / Sevimli
Fantastic
Fantastik / Hayali
Strong
Güçlü
Friendly
Arkadaş canlısı
Terrible
Berbat
Frightening / Scary
Korkutucu
Ugly
Çirkin
Funny
Komik
Young
Genç

Actions are my favourite.
Do you watch comedy movies?
Do you watch movies?
Is the movie scary?
Let’s watch a horror movie.
The movie is about planes.
There is a comedy movie at the movie theatre.
What about a science fiction movie?
What is the movie about?
What is the name of the movie?
What is your favourite movie?
What time does the movie start?
What type of movies do you watch?
Who is the main character in the movie?
Would you like to watch it?

: Aksiyonlar benim favorimdir.
: Komedi filmlerini izler misin?
: Film izler misin?
: Film korkutucu mu?
: Hadi bir korku filmi izleyelim.
: Film uçaklar hakkında.
: Sinemada bir komedi filmi var.
: Bilim kurgu filmine ne dersin?
: Film ne hakkında?
: Filmin adı ne?
: Favori filmin ne?
: Film saat kaçta başlıyor?
: Ne tür filmleri izlersin?
: Filmdeki ana karakter kim?
: İzlemek ister misin?

Film türleri, karakterler ve filmlerle ilgili kullanabileceğimiz sıfatlar yukarıda
listelenmiştir. Ayrıca filmlerle ilgili genel soruları da iyi bilmekte fayda var. Test
sorularında sıkça karşılaşacağız bu kalıp ifadelerle.

MOON MOVIE THEATRE

14:30
18:30

1. What is the name of the movie?
The name of the movie is Ayla. / It is Ayla.
2. What type of movie is it?
It is a war movie.
3. What is the movie about?
It is about a 5 year old girl. A soldier, Süleyman finds the girl
in the war.
4. Where is the movie on?
It is at Moon Movie Theatre.
5. What time does the movie start?
It starts at half past two and half past six.
6. Who are the main characters in the movie?
Sergeant Süleyman and Ayla are the main characters in the
movie. Ayla is young, beautiful and friendly. Süleyman is
brave, clever and helpful.
7. Is the movie interesting?
Yes, it is very interesting.

A. Write the correct movie types under the correct pictures.

1.

2.

3.

Documentary
Action
Cartoon
Comedy
Fantasy
Animation

5.

4.

Horror
Adventure
Science fiction
Crime
Drama
Love

6.

8.

7.

9.

10.

12.

11.

B. Fill in the blanks with the given adjectives and match them with the correct pictures below.

ugly
strong

a

c

h

scary
beautıful

lazy
evıl

1. Superman is very …………………. . He can lift
up cars easily.
2. Snow White is a …………………… character.
She is kind and helpful.
3. Garfield is a ……………… cat. It sleeps all day.
4. The witch is very ……………….. .
5. Joker is a ……………… man. He looks
frightening.
6. Gargamel is an ……………. character. He doesn’t
like smurfs.
7. Keloğlan is an …………… boy. He always tells
the truth.
8. Mr. Bean is a ……………… man. He makes us
laugh all the time.

HONEST

b

d

e
g

f

FUNNY

DESCRIBING CHARACTERS AND PEOPLE / MAKING SIMPLE INQUIRIES
Trevor : I don’t watch comedy films. Let’s turn off the
lights and watch a horror film. I enjoy watching them.
Kevin : No, I hate them. They are frightening. What about
action films?
Trevor : I find them boring.
1. Which of the following pictures shows Trevor’s
favourite kind of movie?

ACTION
A)

TEST 1

Stuart : What is your favorite movie?
Tommy : It is Kung Fu Panda. It’s a funny animation. What
about you?
Stuart : I don’t like animations. They are boring, but
science fiction movies like Avatar are great.
Tommy : Really? I also enjoy watching them.
4. Which of the following movies is appropriate for both
Stuart and Tommy?

COMEDY
B)
B)

C)

D)

SCI-FI

HORROR
C)

A)

D)

5.

2.

S
E
A
N

My favourite movie character is
Superman. He is against bad people
and he is also - - - -.

Which of the following words CANNOT you use in the
talk above?
A) strong and clever
B) rude and weak
C) young and helpful
D) brave and kind

Sam : Hi, Daisy. Are you free this evening. - - - -?
Daisy : I’m free, but I don’t enjoy animations.
Sam : - - - -?
Daisy : Action movies.
Sam : - - - -?
Daisy : It is “The Inception”.
Which of the following questions does Sam NOT ask
Daisy?
A) What kind of movies do you like
B) What about watching Shrek
C) What is the movie about
D) What is your favourite action movie

6.
3.
Teacher : What is your favourite type of movie?
Kevin : I love animations.
Teacher : What about - - - - movies?
Kevin : They are really funny and I love laughing.
Which of the following completes the dialogue above?
A) comedy
B) fantasy
C) war
D) adventure

R
I
C
K

My cousin and I want to watch a movie
together tonight. I love watching films about
space, but my cousin doesn’t like them. He
enjoys watching comedies.

According to the information above, what does Rick’s
cousin say to Rick?
A) What about a science fiction?
B) Let’s watch a drama tonight.
C) Would you like to watch a comedy?
D) I don’t enjoy watching funny films.

9.

7.
PAM

ZOEY
Superman is strong and brave. He
can lift up heavy things.

Musicals are absurd.

CAROL

P
A
U
L

Musicals are boring for me.
I change the channel when
musicals start.

CINDY

Frankenstein is evil and
frightening.

M
A
R
K

Musicals are fantastic. I never miss
them.
Who loves watching musicals?
A) Pam
B) Paul
C) Carol
D) Mark

Garfield is very lazy. He sleeps
all day.

Moana is beautiful and young.

G
R
E
G
A
L
A
N

What are the children talking about?
A) Movie tickets
B) Movie characters
C) Movie types
D) Movie theatres

8.
I watch historical movies like war. They are
really interesting. I want to watch one of them
on Friday evening.
JOHN

10.
It is on the first of
March.

Toy Story 3
It is an animation and
adventure.

Sunshine Movie Theatre
8 p.m.

Regal Cinema
9 p.m.

In the story, Andy
leaves home to go to
college, and the toys
have a lot of adventures.
They are Andy and
Woody.

Golden Cinema
9 p.m.

Plaza Movie
Theatre
8 p.m.
Which of the following movie theatres should John go to?
A) To Sunshine Movie Theatre
B) To Regal Cinema
C) To Golden Cinema
D) To Plaza Movie Theatre

Which of the following questions DOES NOT match with
one of the dart arrows?
A) What type of movie is it?
B) What is the movie about?
C) Who are the main characters?
D) What time does the movie start?

2. EXPRESSING LIKES AND DISLIKES / STATING PERSONAL OPINIONS

Sevdiğimiz ve sevmediğimiz film türlerinde bahsederken ve filmlerle ilgili
fikirlerimiz belirtirken kullanacağımız yapıları inceleyelim birazda.
I like watching animations.
She likes watching animations.
I love animations.
He loves animations.

Alex : Do you like watching movies?
Mary : Yes, I do. I like watching movies.
Alex : What type of movies do you like?
Mary : I like watching animations.

I dislike watching sci-fi movies.
She dislikes watching sci-fi movies.
I hate sci-fi movies.
He hates sci-fi movies.

Alex : What is your favourite movie?
Mary : It is “Up”. It is really an interesting movie.
Alex : What about sci-fi movies?
Mary : Sci-fi? I hate them.

What do you think about the movie? / What is your opinion about the movie? : Film hakkında ne düşünüyorsun?
I think / To me / According to me . . . : Bence / Bana göre . . .
Asya : What do you think about the character “Balkız”?
Ada : Balkız is a famous character. She is a beautiful girl. She
likes honesty. I think she is helpful and clever. She also likes
singing songs and playing ball games.
Asya : What about Keloğlan’s mother?
Ada : I think she is very helpful. She always helps people.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE MOVIE

5th June

Name of the movie : Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone 1
Type of the movie : Fantasy
Topic of the movie : It is about a young boy called Harry Potter.
He has special powers. He can do magic. He goes to a magical
school.
Main character of the movie : Harry Potter
Date of the movie : On 5th June
Time of the movie : 3 p.m.
Place of the movie : City Movie Theatre.

❖ There IS NO information about the - - - -.
A) time of the movie
B) day of the movie
C) characters of the movie
D) place of the movie

C. Read the dialogue below and find the film they want to watch. Then, answer the questions.
Alex : Hello, Martin. Do you have any plans for this Saturday?
Martin : No, I don’t. Why do you ask?
a)
Alex : Do you like going to the cinema?
Martin : Yes, I do. I like watching movies.
Alex : What about going to the movies?
Martin : Sure. Why not?
Alex : What type of movies do you like? Science fiction or horror?
Martin : I like horror films.What about you?
Alex : Really? I don’t like horror films. I think they are scary. I love adventure movies.
Martin : What is on the cinema this weekend?
Alex : I think there is “Life of Pi”. It is an adventure movie.
Martin : That’s good. Let’s buy two tickets and watch it.
Alex : That’s a good idea.
b)

1. Does like Martin like going to the cinema?
…………………………………………………………………………. .
2. Who loves watching horror movies?
…………………………………………………………………………. .
3. What does Alex think about horror movies?
…………………………………………………………………………. .
4. Is there an adventure movie on the cinema?
…………………………………………………………………………. .
5. What kind of film is “Life of Pi”?
…………………………………………………………………………. .
D. Read the sentences below and choose the correct option.
1. My brother likes movies about space and robots. He likes - - - - movies.

a)love

b)sci-fi

2. Adventure movies are my favourite. I think they are - - - -.

a)entertaining

b)boring

3. I love - - - - because I like singing songs.

a)musicals

b)cartoons

4. I don’t like horror movies. I think they are - - - -.

a)frightening

b)funny

5. I love documentaries. I think they are - - - -.

a)scary

b)interesting

6. My father loves - - - - movies. He thinks they are funny.

a)comedy

b)horror

7. I hate drama movies. To me, they are - - - -.

a)absurd

b)exciting

8. My mother doesn’t like crime movies. She thinks they are - - - -.

a)enjoyable

b)terrible

E. Match the questions with the answers below.
1. Do you like fantastic movies?
2. How many movies are on this week?
3. What is the movie about?
4. What films do you like?
5. When is the movie on?
6. What is your favourite film?
7. What time is the movie?
8. Is the movie funny?
9. What films do you hate?
10. Does you mother like science fiction movies?

a. It is “Ice Age 5”.
b. It is on Sunday.
c. Oh, I don’t like them. They are absurd.
d. I dislike musicals.
e. It is at half past three.
f. Two. Madagascar and The Martian.
g. Yes, it is. We laugh a lot.
h. No, she hates them.
i. It’s a drama about a dog and a professor.
j. I like animations.

EXPRESSING LIKES AND DISLIKES / STATING PERSONAL OPINIONS

EMMA

1
It tells the story of a man’s
life.
3
Leonardo Dicaprio and
Tom Hanks.

I love watching cartoons on TV. My favorite
cartoon is ''The Pink Panther''. Its main
character is a detective called Pink Panther. I
like listening to the music of the cartoon. I
think it is great and entertaining.

2. Which of the following completes the dialogue?
A) It is great
B) That’s a good idea
C) Sounds absurd
D) It is OK for me

TONY

AMY

Nancy : I think the movie is boring.
Kevin : I don’t like the movie and its main characters. They
are terrible.
Tony : I hate the movie and I feel bored.
Amy : To me, the movie is very enjoyable and exciting.
3. Who loves the movie according to the opinions?
A) Nancy
B) Kevin
C) Tony
D) Amy

4
Let’s watch “Catch me if
you can”.

Mark : Hi, Martin. Are you free this weekend. - - - -?
Martin : Hello, Mark. Why not? - - - -?
Mark : “The Martian”.
Martin : - - - -?
Mark : It is a science fiction movie.
Martin : What time does it start?
Mark : At two in the afternoon.
Martin : OK. Let’s meet in front of the cinema.
Mark : Sure. See you there.

Nelson : Let’s watch “Harry Potter”. It is a fantastic
film.
James : - - - -. I don’t enjoy watching fantasy films.

KEVIN

It is an adventure movie.

4. Which of the following numbers gives information
about the topic of the movie?
A) 1
B) 2
C) 3
D) 4

1. Which of the following questions DOES NOT have an
answer in Emma’s talk above?
A) What is the name of the cartoon?
B) What does Emma think about the cartoon?
C) When does Emma watch her favourite cartoon?
D) Who is the main character of the cartoon?

NANCY

TEST 2
2

5. Which of the following questions does NOT complete
the dialogue above?
A) What do you think about the movie
B) Which movie is on
C) What about going to the cinema
D) What kind of movie is it

K
A
T
E

M
A
R
Y

I love watching horror movies
because I think they are exciting.
Horror movies are my favourite.
I think they are fantastic.
I hate watching horror movies. I think
they are scary.

M
A
R
K

B
R
I enjoy watching horror movies. I think
U
they are not frightening.
C
E
6. According to the information above, who DOES NOT
like watching horror movies?
A) Kate
B) Mark
C) Mary
D) Bruce

7. There is NO information about the - - - - of the movie “Up” in the poster above.
A) place
B) characters
C) time

D) date

“Shrek: Forever After” is an animation movie. It is
about the adventures of Shrek and his friends. Shrek
is very friendly. Donkey is funny and lazy. Princess
Fiona is helpful and honest in the movie.

8. Which of the following questions DOES NOT have an answer above?
A) When is the film on movie theatres?
B) Who are the characters in the film?
C) What is the film about?
D) What is the name of the film?

Answer the questions (9-10) according to the given
information below.

ODEON MOVIE THEATER

Thursday
14 p.m. and 16 p.m.

Jason is a real movie lover. He loves all kinds of films, but
animations and science fictions are his favourite. He wants
to see a movie this weekend and he is free after six p.m.
9. According to the information above, Jason can watch
a(n) - - - - this weekend.
A) horror movie
B) action movie
C) animation movie
D) science fiction movie

Friday
11 a.m. and 15 p.m.

10. Which of the following sentences is CORRECT?
A) Action lovers can come to the cinema on Sunday
morning.
B) People watch a scary movie at Odeon Movie Theater.
C) People can watch an animation movie at the weekend.
D) Science fiction lovers can’t see a movie at Odeon Movie
Theater.

Saturday
17 p.m. and 19 p.m.

Sunday
16 p.m. and 18 p.m.

VOCABULARY TEST
1.
A) Drama
B) Science fiction
C) Documentary
D) Cartoon

2.
A) Happy
B) Beautiful
C) Frightening
D) Helpful

3.
A) Name
B) Date
C) Time
D) Place

4.
A) Tell a lie
B) Lift up
C) Sleep
D) Do magic

5.
A) Island
B) Ticket
C) Poster
D) DVD

TEST 3
6. I never - - - - fantasy movies because there are
imaginary characters in these movies.
A) save
B) find
C) watch
D) drive

7. I love watching - - - -. I can learn many interesting
things about the animals.
A) musicals
B) animations
C) documentaries
D) dramas

8. - - - - characters are never afraid of dangers. They
can do everything.
A) Ugly
B) Brave
C) Honest
D) Funny

9. Bugs Bunny is a funny cartoon character, but he
can’t - - - -.
A) jump
B) run fast
C) eat carrots
D) fly

10. - - - - movies are my favourite. They are generally
about space and robots.
A) Science fiction
B) Love
C) Comedy
D) Action

ALL FUNCTIONS

TEST 4

Welcome to our movie night
Special comedy movies for tonight.
Date : 15 June, Sunday
Time : 8-10 p.m.
Place : Mark’s house

4.
Jamie, Mark and Steve are cousins. They want to
watch a movie together this Saturday. Jamie has a
language course in the morning. Mark has a dance
course between two and three p.m. Steve has a chess
course between seven and eight p.m.
Which of the following movies should they go
together?
14:30

11:00
1. Which of the following is FALSE according to the
poster above?
A) You can watch a comedy film tonight.
B) The main character of the movie is Mark.
C) The movie night is on the fifteenth of June.
D) It is between eight and ten in the evening.

A)

B)
17:00

2.
The table below shows the favourite movie types of
the students in 5A.
MOVIE TYPES
Action movies
Crime movies
Horror movies
Fantasy movies
Animation movies

NUMBER OF STUDENTS
10 students
---5 students
8 students
12 students

Which of the following is CORRECT according to
the table above?
A) Action films are the most popular movie type.
B) Students don't prefer horror movies.
C) Only eight students like watching fantasies.
D) All the students love animations.

3.
Rick : I love watching dramas.
Brian : I dislike tragic films. I never watch them.
Lucy : Dramas are my favourite. I watch them with
my family.
Nancy : I like dramatic films but I don’t like watching
animations.
According to the conversation above, who does
NOT watch dramas?
A) Rick
B) Brian
C) Lucy
D) Nancy

C)

D)

19:30

Roxy : - - - -?
Nick : Yes, I do.
Roxy : - - - -?
Nick : Animations are my favourite.
Roxy : What is your favourite movie?
Nick : It is “Toy Story”.
Roxy : - - - -?
Nick : Mr. Potato Head and Slinky Dog.
5. Which of the following questions does Roxy NOT ask
Nick?
A) Who are the characters in the film
B) Do you like watching movies
C) What type of movies do you love
D) What is the movie about

6.
My name is Sue. I love watching sci-fi
movies. My favourite movie is “The
Martian”. It is about an astronaut. Matt
Damon is the main character of the movie.
He tries to live alone on Mars. I am really excited about
watching it.
S
U
E

Which of the following questions DOES NOT have an
answer in the talk above?
A) What is the movie about?
B) Who is the main character in the movie?
C) What time is the movie on TV?
D) Does Sue like watching sci-fi movies?

Answer the questions (9-10) according to the given
talks below.
This character is ugly and evil. He
doesn’t work hard. He is very lazy
and he is not polite.

7. Which of the following shows the movie character
above?

Howard : Hello, I’m Howard. I love comedy movies.
They are my favourite. I think they are funny and
enjoyable. I hate science fictions. To me, they are
boring.
Betty : Hi, I’m Betty. I love scary movies. I’m not
afraid of them, but my sister, Terry is scared of them.
I find action movies terrible.
Joe : Hello, I’m Joe. I enjoy watching fantasies. I think
they are interesting and exciting. The characters are
usually great and clever.

A)

9. Which of the following movies does Joe like
watching?

B)

C)

A)

B)

C)

D)

D)

8.

BETTY

HUGHES
Action
Sci-fi

My best friend likes wathcing scary
movies. She also enjoys learnig
new things about animals and
nature, but she hates watching
movies about aliens and space.
BETTY’S FRIENDS
CLARA
NANCY
Horror
Sci-fi
Documentary
Horror

8.Who is Betty’s best friend?
A) Hughes
B) Clara
C) Nancy
D) Greg

GREG
Documentary
Action

10. Which of the following is FALSE about the
talks above?
A) Howard finds sci-fi movies boring.
B) Betty doesn’t like action movies.
C) Joe enjoys watching fantastic movies.
D) Terry isn’t frightened of horror movies.

ALL FUNCTIONS

TEST 5

George : What kind of films do you like, Melinda?
Melinda : I love watching - - - -. I’m interested in space and
technology. They are interesting movies.
1. Which of the following completes the conversation
above?
A) musicals
B) science fictions
C) dramas
D) cartoons

(I) The movie “Up” is an animation comedy film. (II) It is
in the movie theatres on the twenty-ninth of May. (III) It is
at 13:30, 15:00 and 18:15. (IV) It is about Carl and Ellie.
Carl is a quiet boy with glasses and Ellie is a beautiful and
brave girl. When they are young, they dream of going to a
lost land. Ellie promises Carl to go there. After they are old
and Ellie dies, Carl remembers her promise, so Carl and a
young boy, Russell connect a lot of balloons to Carl’s
house. They fly with the house and they see talking dogs, a
giant bird, a Zeppelin and some other planes.
4. Which of the following is about the date of the movie
“Up”?
A) I
B) II
C) III
D) IV

There is a great movie “Toy Story 4” at Sunshine
Movie Theater this Sunday. It starts at 14:30 and it is
10 dollars. Don’t miss it!
2. There is NO information about the - - - - of the movie
above.
A) place
B) name
C) type
D) ticket

Andy : Hi, Mike. Are you free tonight?
Mike : Yes. Why do you ask?
Andy : - - - -?
Mike : I don’t like horror movies. I think they are
frightening.
Andy : - - - -?
Mike : I like animation comedies.
Andy : - - - -?
Mike : Why not? They are funny and entertaining.
Andy : OK. I’m waiting you tonight.
5. Which of the following questions does Andy NOT ask
Mike?
A) Why don’t we watch it, then
B) What kind of movies do you like
C) Do you want to watch a horror movie
D) When is the movie on

NICK

CAROL

Evil
Clever
Fantastic
Strong

Funny
Brave
Scary
Honest

3. Which of the following words are about bad movie
characters?
A) Strong & Funny
B) Evil & Scary
C) Clever & Brave
D) Evil & Honest

Martin : I never watch action movies. I think they are
absurd.
Sarah : I know they are frightening but I enjoy watching
horror movies.
Veronica : I don’t like dramas. To me, they are boring.
George : I love comedies. They are very entertaining and
funny.
6. According to the sentences above, who likes watching
scary movies?
A) Martin
B) Sarah
C) Veronica
D) George

Jane : I’m bored at home. Let’s watch “The Little Mermaid”.
Kate : What is it about?
Jane : It is about love.
Kate : I don’t enjoy it. Why don’t we watch “Hachiko”?
Jane : Is it a comedy?
Kate : No. It’s a drama about a dog and a professor.
Jane : Oh, that sounds really boring. What about a war movie?
Kate : No, never. Would you like to watch “Harry Potter”?
Jane : That’s great. I like fantastic films. Let’s watch it.
7. Which of the following movies do
Jane and Kate decide to watch together?

A)

B)

C)

D)

Lisa and Mary are at the shopping mall now and they want to watch a film after eating something. They look at the film
posters and choose a film.
SALOON 1

17:00
(105 minutes)

SALOON 2

20:00
(98 minutes)

SALOON 3

18:00
(90 minutes)

SALOON 4

16:15
(100 minutes)

8. It is half past four now and they should be at home before seven p.m. Lisa and Mary can watch - - - -.
A) Mulan
B) Jurassic Park
C) The Martian
D) Fast and Furious 7

Answer the questions (9 -10) according to the given movie poster below.

ANIMATION COMEDY
City Movie Theatre
On Saturday and Sunday
At 13:00, 15:00 and 17:00

9. Which of the following is CORRECT about the poster above?
A) The characters are honest and helpful.
B) We can watch “Happy Feet 2” on the weekend.
C) It is a science fiction movie.
D) The movie starts very early in the morning.

10. Which of the following questions DOES NOT have an answer in the poster above?
A) What time does the movie start?
B) What is the name of the movie?
C) What is the movie about?
D) What type of movie is it?

